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Why titan Wraps?
Looking to boost local marketing and drive new business?
Titan Wraps has you covered. Here at Titan Wraps, we do
everything in the car wraps world. Car Wraps & Van Lettering
all the way up to Fleet Marketing and more.

What is a wrap?
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Car wraps are custom designed ad campaigns specifically
created for your vehicle to help build customer retention.
Wraps are High Impact, Cost Effective forms of advertising
that work for all types and sizes of businesses. These mobile
billboards work for you 24/7

Why stop at cars
With new technology, wraps aren’t just for your vehicle anymore - specially designed
materials for walls, floors, glass and more mean you can customize and advertise just
about anywhere. We love doing wraps, but once your customer is in the door-make
sure they know who you are and what you offer through banners, storefront signage,
expo graphics and more!

Titan Wraps was founded on the idea that quality customer service doesn’t stop when the customer drives away, founder Justin Lowe knew that helping the customer for the life of the wrap
meant they would stay happy with their purchase, and with Titan Wraps. That’s why he developed one of the first in the industry wrap maintenance programs. Most car wrap companies don’t
necessarily want to extend the life of a wrap, that means longer periods between re-wraps, Titan Wraps knows that the key to repeat customers is quality service. Another benefit of choosing
Titan Wraps is our ability to stay mobile and be there when you need us, no need to waste time hunting down our location instead, Titan Wraps will come to you. We know your busy, relax
knowing that Titan Wraps has you covered. When you are ready to bring your vehicle in for wrap installation, Titan Wraps has multiple convenient locations throughout the Metroplex for easy
secure drop off.
www.titanwraps.com

wrap types

Custom Projects

advertising for any budget

full custom to fit your style

4 wheels, 2 wheels, even 3 - land, water or air - we can (and have)
wrapped it. It doesn’t have to advertise your business for people to
know it’s yours - make it stand out enough and people will know
anyway.

Full Wraps

100% coverage

Magnets

When we say full wrap, we mean a FULL WRAP. The
main body of the vehicle, including handles, bumpers,
mirrors, windows and in many cases the roof.

Need a Removable/Re-Usable
solution that still gets the job
done. Titan Wraps offers heavy
duty magnets that can get you
by until you’re ready to wrap.
Custom shapes and sizes available.

Partial Wraps

1% up to 99%

Partial wraps include any amount of coverage that
works for you and your budget. Weather that means
half, logos only, or the majority of the vehicle.

Vinyl lettering

cut graphics

$19

Short term Wraps

Single color or multi-color cut vinyl may sound like a
dated style but they are a quick and easy way to add
your company information to fleet vehicles.

Paint replacement

ride in style

Replace your stock color and make it a one of a kind
with paint replacement. Choose from a long list of
colors and finishes to fully customize your vehicle.

$48

$65

Having a sale or going on the
road? Try a Removable short
term wrap at a lower cost to fill
your needs. Just like you see on
city bus,ses short term graphics
are made for a limited time to
fit your needs without loosing
quality and look.

Marine wraps give your boat, jetski or waverunner a custom look and work great at protecting the outer coat. Don’t ride stock, change it up and get noticed on the water.
What’s the point of owning a boat if not to make the other owner’s jealous.

Beyond Vehicles
custom wraps for everything
It doesn’t have to have 4 wheels to get wrapped, If it’ll stick - we’ll wrap
it. Helmets, coolers, smokers, table tops, interior pieces and everything
else, just ask.

www.titanwraps.com

the process
Design

set down, lets talk
Our team of designers have years of experience and
know the latest and greatest software - making them
and unstoppable force of productive design for any
style, set down and lets discuss what you’re looking for.

Print

high quality is the only way we know
Don’t be fooled by crazy low pricing, material is the
same throughout the industry, if they beat our pricing they’re not the “good stuff” and we don’t use the lower
grade materials because it isn’t what we would use on
our personal vehicles, period.

Install

It’s more than experience, it’s training
Getting a quote elsewhere is fine, we do the same thing
when shopping around, but next time you want to be
sure of the installers credentials, look around and tell
us if you see their installer certifications on the wall. We
take pride in being trained to do it right, and install all of
our own wraps in house.

Why does printing take so long?
In the big picture, taking 24-36 hours for prints on a vehicle
that is going to last 3-5 years is really worth the wait. We don’t
rush printing because the material needs that time to dry,
air out and we need the time to check quality and reprint
anything we have issues with. This means the finish product is
right the first time. Every time.

most popular services
we didn’t always do wraps, and we don’t only do wraps.

retail graphics

branding

If you’re interested in taking
your marketing to the next level,
consider the impact of point of sale
graphics.
Retail graphics are everything from
storefront windows to posters,
banners, wall graphics, floor wraps,
custom order boards, murals.

Branding is more than great
logo design, creating a brand
means designing a consistent
look and feel throughout all of
your marketing materials. Take
graphic design to the next level
with custom marketing and
make your graphics work.

graphic design

installation &
Maintenance

Need help with a logo, business
cards or setting up graphics for
an invoice? Let Titan Wraps help
you make the jump from ordinary
to professional without the hassle
of online ordering. Schedule an
appointment and in just a few
minutes figure out how to express
your ideas on paper with our help.

We have Certified Installers
that have gone up against
all obstacles. Let us take the
burden out of the installing.
Maintaining a fleet of wraps can
be difficult, call us and we’ll get
it done right.

quality is key.
don’t settle for less.

branding

start right, stay right

The burden of re-branding or creating a new companies identity can be
overwhelming, let Titan Wraps take the difficulty out of the situation
and deliver a custom look and feel for your company. Logo design,
ad design, invoice design - these items add up and can take countless
hours consolidating and updating, Titan Wraps takes these issues and
delivers a finished, working brand without any downtime

retail graphics

getting your information to the customer
Whether you’re a shoe salesman or you own a bakery, does your
environment help you make new customers and keep the ones you have?
Take advantage of any opportunity that will make your customer happy
they chose you for their purchases. Titan Wraps can help you design a
program that gets customers in the door. Custom wall murals or grand
opening banners. No job is too big or small for Titan Wraps.
www.titanwraps.com

from concept to completion
consolidate your brand and make your life easier

what do you consider retail graphics?

if it helps you make a sale, it’s retail graphics
window graphics
Window space in a retail environment is ad space waiting to be used. Graphics can be
applied on the outside or the inside of the window. The adhesive comes in an array of
tacks from easy removal or “cling” to a more permanent graphics for long term uses.

Point of sale displays
This category is the largest by far in sheer volume. It includes all applications from
posters, menu boards, Banners and more to aid retail locations to sell more product

floors and more
With new innovations in materials it is now possible to wrap anything from concrete to
interior floors, walls, even carpet can be covered in graphics. This means you can direct
customers directly to you, they are looking at their feet anyway.

facebook.com/titanwraps
@titanwraps

